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D E S I G N  OF SPRAY DRIERS W I T H  M I X I N G  

A. P. Fokin, A. N. Planovskii, and L. A. Akopyan 

Inzhenerno-fizicheskii  zhurnal, Vol. 8, No. 1, pp. 116-118, 1968 

Spray drying is widely used in industry. Tests have shown that spray driers are indispensable for drying materials 

where lengthy contact with the heating stream is not possible, in particular for drying polymer materials. 

Fig. 1. Diagram of test apparatus. 

1 - product to be dried; 2 - gear 
pump; 3 - electric heater; 4 - tube 

for adding helium; 8 - differential 

manometer;  6 - drying chamber; 

7 - receiver for dried product; 8 - 

cyclone; 9 -- differential manometer;  

10 - b l o w e r ;  11 - top-cap; 12 - 

spraying disc; 13 - compressed air 

line; 14 - gas analyzer; 18 - elec- 

tronic p0tentiometer; 16 and 17 - 

electronic psychrometers. 

In spite of the existence of published data [1-3], an accurate and reliable method of designing spray driers has not 

as yet been developed, due to lack of reliable heat and mass transfer relations. The concentration, in particular, is not 

known. In engineering calculations the motive power of the process is still computed as for equipment with ideal mixing 

or displacement, although actually real equipment only approximates to one or other of these ideal cases. Reduction of 
the harmful effect of mixing in spray driers can be achieved by logical control of the motion of the heating stream and 

sprayed material .  

In designing real equipment, it is necessary to know the nature of the mixing of the flows, which determine the 

concentration field. Apart from other methods of calculating longitudinal mixing [4, g], the concentration field may 

be expressed in terms of the effective motive power, or the ratio of the motive power in the actual equipment to that in 

equipment with ideal displacement: E = APi/AP d. The effective motive power may conveniently be designated by the 

number of pseudo-sections n, which depends on the hydrodynamic conditions; for ideal displacement n = o% and for ideal 

mixing n = I .  This paper is devoted to an experimental determination of the number of pseudo-sections for a once- 

through spray drier. 
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To clarify longitudinal mixing in the gas phase in a once-through drying chamber, tests were carried out on the 
washing out of a labeled gas. Fig. I shows the test arrangement. The solution being dried is fed by the gear pump 
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through the supply tube onto a rapidly rotating disc driven by an air 

turbine. Air is drawn over the electr ic  heater by the blower, enter- 

ing the drying chamber through a tube located in the center.  The 

tube ends in a top-cap with vanes so arranged as to impart a rotary 

motion to the air. Technical  details of the equipment are as follows: 
rate of vaporization of water - 1.5 to 5 / /hr;  diam of cylindrical part 

of chamber - 800 ram; height of cylindrical part of chamber - 700 

mm; height of conical  part of chamber - 800 ram; angle of cone - 

7 

6 

5 
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60 degrees. 
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Fig. 2. Wash-out curves: theoretical :  1 -  

n = l ;  2 -  2 ; 3 -  3 ; 4 -  4 ; 5 -  5; 6 -  6; 

7 - 7; 8 - 10; 9 - oo; experimental :  a - top-  

cap but no spray; b - no top-cap,  no spray; 

c - with spray, 3 l /hr of solution at 155~ 

d - same at 300~ 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of num- 

ber of pseudo-sections n on flow 

rate of heat-transfer agent per 

unit cross-sectional area of dry- 

ing chamber.  

A certain proportion of hel ium was mixed in with the incoming heat-transfer agent.  After steady conditions had 

been established, the hel ium was cut off, and its removal from the chamber began, while the concentration of the outlet 

gas-air  mixture was analyzed and continuously recorded by a gas analyzer.  The flow rate of heat-transfer agent was var-  

ied from 20 to 45 m3/hr, while that of the sprayed solution was varied up to 4 l/hr. The data obtained by this method and 

the corresponding curves for the labeled gas are given in Fig. 2 for a flow rate of 45 ma/hr; also given are the curves for 

ideal  displacement and ideal mixing, and for in termediate  equipment,  derived theoret ical ly  in [6]. 

Comparison of the measured curves with theory shows that the once-through equipment is close to the ideal displace-  

ment equipment,  while the flow rate of sprayed liquid and the temperature of the heat-transfer agent show pract ical ly no 

influence on longitudinal mixing in the gas phase. Only the flow rate of the heat-transfer agent affects the concentration 

field.  Fig. 3 shows the experimental  data for computation of the number of pseudo-sections as a function of the flow rate 

G of the heat-transfer agent.  The straight line satisfies the equation n = 2 �9 10-3G 1.8 .  Since the flow rate of hea t -  

transfer agent in spray driers is usually not less than 100 k g / m  z �9 hr, the number of pseudo-sections will be about 8-10, so 

that the mot ive  power of the process can be calculated as for ideal  displacement equipment.  For special  conditions char-  

acter ized by reduced load, the number of pseudo-sections can be calculated using the equation given above.  As for other 

kinds of driers, the effect ive mot ive  power must be determined accurately,  after which the actual power can be determined 

accurately,  after which the actual  power can be determined.  

NOTATION 

E - effect ive motive power; Pi - mot ive  power in equipment of ideal  in termediate  type; Pd - mot ive  power in 

equipment of ideal  displacement type; n - number of pseudo-sections; G - flow rate of heat-transfer agent per unit cross- 

sectional area of drying chamber; c - concentration of he l ium (" labe led"  substance) at t i m e  r ;  co - ini t ial  concentration 

of hel ium; 7 - t ime;  "c o - calculated displacement t ime  = ratio of volume of equipment (m ~) to flow rate of heat-transfer 

(m3/hr). 
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RATE OF B U R N I N G  OF PEAT A N D  P E A T Y  C O K E  P A R T I C L E S  IN AN A I R S T R E A M  

Yu. A. Finaev 

Inzhenerno-f iz icheski i  zhurnal,  Vol.  8, No. 1, pp. 119-120, 1965 

In ac tual  furnace conditions - in chambers, and especia l ly  in cyclone furnaces - fuel particles of various sizes 
acquire different re la t ive  veloci t ies ,  and thus burn while exposed to a gas and air s tream. Then the stream veloci ty has 
a great influence on rate of burning of the fuel part icles .  

Tests have been performed with spherical peat particles [1], pressed from pea t  dust using a special  mold, and also 

with spherical part icles of peaty coke, obtained by prolonged coking of pressed peat particles of diameter  5, 10, and 15 
mm in a steel  hermet ic  retort at a heating temperature  of up to 800~ the coke contained residual volat i les  equal to 
6, 01% of the combustible mass. 

For comparison, spherical part icles of electrode carbon obtained by machining were also used. 

The particles were suspended on non-combust ible  threads, and burned in a ver t ical  tubular e lec t r ic  furnace of di 
ameter  40 mm in an airstream at various flow veloci t ies  from 0.2 to 1.35 m/see  and at a furnace temperature  of 1270~ 
The specific rates of burning of these and other part icles were compared.  

During burning the peat and coke part icles were continuously weighed by means of a special ly  developed sel f -bal  
ancing photoelectronic recording ana ly t ica l  ba lance  [1]. 

The burning process for each par t ic le  was recorded, using an MPO-2 type oscillograph, on photographic f i lm in the 

form of a certain curve (osci l logram),  analysis of which gave a value of the mass burn-up of the part icle;  also a t ime  
marker was included on the f i lm eve ry  second, from which total  t ime  of burning of the par t ic le  could be determined.  

After the test the residue of the burned par t ic le  was weighed on an analy t ica l  balance ,  to check the burn-up value 
recorded on the osci l logram.  

From the exper imental  results, the specific rate of burning was 
A's / ~ Ks determined as an average curve of the overal l  burn-up.  The specific 

, ~ / 0 ~ . ~  rate of burning is the mass of fuel burning per unit t ime  per unit area 
. of external  surface of the part icle ,  and was ca lcula ted  with the aid of 

/5 ~ ~! the expression 
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Fig.  Dependence of specific burning rate K s �9 103(kg/m z �9 sec) 

on flow veloci ty  w (m/see)  for spherical  peat particles of d i ame-  

ter 5.0 mm - 1; 8.0 - 2; 10.0 - 8; 12.0 - 4; 15.0 - 5; for 
part icles of e lect rode carbon of d iameter  5.0 mm - 6; for spher- 
i ca l  part icles of peaty coke of diameter  4 .5  mm - ~; 8.0 - 8; 

12.0 - 9, and for part icles of peaty coke of diameter  12.0 mm 

with residual volat i tes  6.01% of combustible  mass - 10, and 

2.55% - Ii. 
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